LAW
ENFORCEMENT

LAW ENFORCEMENT (LE)
Triton has a staff of law enforcement and security experts who are equipped to handle the needs of our
public sector law enforcement agencies and private sector security clients. Our consultants are senior level
experts in their respective fields and cover all aspects of public sector policing and private sector security.
Triton offers an independent approach that is non-threatening, collaborative, and solutions oriented.
As an example of our approach, depending upon the project scope, Triton consultants work with client
agencies to gather data and conduct extensive research into specific programmatic area(s), incidents, or
entire organizations. After analyzing practices, policies, and outcomes, our experts will review applicable
laws, regulations, industry standards, and comparable agencies to provide a comprehensive report
detailing current practices as well as considerations or recommendations for organizational improvement.

LAW ENFORCEMENT SERVICES LIST
• Staffing Studies
• Leadership/Management Studies
• Alternate Service Delivery Studies
• Tragic Incident Analysis
• Consolidation/Regionalization Studies
• Accountability Reviews
• Organizational Assessments
• Security Threat Assessments
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STAFFING STUDIES
Agency workloads are complicated to measure and require comprehensive analyses of priorities
(community, governing body, and organizational), workflow, diverse sets of data and many other factors,
depending upon the agency and environment. Our experts will conduct a comprehensive review of
the work being performed, place the work in an appropriate context given priorities, demand, etc., and
compare the workload with industry standards and comparable agencies where appropriate.

LEADERSHIP/MANAGEMENT STUDIES
A variety of factors can lead to the need for a study of the management or leadership of an organization.
Reviews are conducted routinely every few years to ensure proper succession planning, employee
development, and compliance with industry standards. Reviews can also be initiated based on an incident
or series of incidents so the governing body or community can get an independent examination to ensure
proper organizational leadership.

ALTERNATE SERVICE DELIVERY STUDIES
The policing and security industry have been looking at alternate service delivery models through
technology, public/private partnerships, and other means for years. With recent community priorities
being voiced across the country, many police agencies are searching for new ways to prioritize and/or
deliver service. Significant changes to service delivery can be complex, costly, and fraught with unintended
consequences if not researched and executed properly. Triton’s experts can help identify hidden costs,
gather public opinion, and identify possible ripple effects or unintended consequences. We also can
provide expert guidance on execution of changes where needed.
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TRAGIC INCIDENT ANALYSIS
Unfortunately, many companies and policing
agencies experience tragedy in a variety
of forms. Often, in the aftermath of these
tragedies, an independent analysis is helpful
to identify organizational areas of strength
and areas that may need strengthening
to appropriately recover and move an
agency forward. Triton’s consultants are
experienced executive level experts who
will work sensitively through the tragedy
and associated issues while ensuring a
transparent process to help a community
and organization recover and move forward.

CONSOLIDATION/
REGIONALIZATION PROJECTS
In both normal and difficult financial
times, agencies often look for ways to
regionalize services. These services, such
as SWAT teams, K-9 units, and airborne
policing services, can be very specialized
and expensive.. They also can be routine
services, such as dispatching or jail services.
Whatever the reason, embarking on a cost
benefit analysis can be formidable. Triton
experts have vast experience in many areas
of regionalization and consolidation and
will guide the agency through the process
smoothly and professionally.
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ACCOUNTABILITY REVIEWS
Accountability is a critical component of public trust. There are often questions from the public that involve
accountability of our employees, yet regulations keep agencies from releasing detailed information on
investigations, discipline, and many other personnel matters. Triton experts can conduct an independent
and comprehensive review of complaints, investigations, discipline, and other measures of accountability.
In addition to analyzing data, reports, and investigations, Triton’s consultants can review and score
investigations and reports for quality, independence, appropriate discipline, etc. The comprehensive data
would be anonymized in a report to comply with federal, state, and local regulations.

ORGANIZATIONAL ASSESSMENTS
Often, an agency or municipality will have a need for an organizational review. This mayarise from a
change in leadership, an incident, or a political issue. An organizational assessment will review key areas
of operation, apply appropriate regulations and industry standards, as well as conduct comparisons with
similar agencies to develop observations and recommendations. These areas often differ from agency
to agency given the reason or need for the review; however, most assessments include areas such as
personnel, policy, supervision, discipline, etc.

SECURITY THREAT ASSESSMENTS
Triton’s team of experts in law enforcement and security can help any organization examine its security
threats and provide recommendations for risk mitigation. Triton’s consultants have decades of experience
working with industry regulations and standards and will provide a realistic look at threats and along with
reasonable recommendations and solutions to mitigate an organization’s risks.
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